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Proposed EU-US AI risk management road map may crumble under
jurisdictional and corporate preferences

The lofty goals of a planned EU-US AI roadmap may be hampered by regulatory differences and corporate preference for self-
regulation.

On 16 May, the White House and the European Commission’s Trade and Technology Council announced various initiatives
ranging from “deeper” information exchange on critical US and EU tech exports to a US-EU cybersecurity best practices guide
for SMEs. The council’s working group also noted plans to develop a joint roadmap on evaluation and measurement tools for
“trustworthy” AI and risk management and a project on privacy-enhancing tech.

While the roadmap is at an early stage, observers say companies would likely embrace a multicountry framework for deploying
or developing AI.

“At the end of the day it will give companies more certainty – there will be a framework to follow and what regulations govern
[them],” said Stroock partner Jeffrey Mann. “If there’s a roadmap planned and harmonisation between the US and EU that could
be helpful in the longer run."

However, the road to a useful joint framework won’t be easy.

“The potential downside US companies may see [is] if this evolves into a step that leads to governmental regulation – because
there’s currently no strict regulatory regime,” said Blank Rome partner Alex Nisenbaum. “Private companies will probably prefer
self-regulation. We’ve seen the EU’s proposed AI Act will have signi�cant penalties if use of AI violates the act.”

While companies may prefer consistent guidance it shouldn’t be overbearing or extremely similar to the Arti�cial Intelligence
Act, noted Reed Smith partner Wendell Bartnick.

“I think a lot of US companies believe the EU overregulates things,” Bartnick said. He added, “That’s why it matters what this
really means. Is it a roadmap with some guidance? That is very welcomed. Or is it a roadmap to uniform regulation? It might be
a helpful tool as long as it’s not too onerous.”

But balancing the use-case speci�cs of AI and the US’ and EU’s differing privacy approaches will be too dif�cult for any
roadmap to simplify, said Baker McKenzie partner Bradford Newman.

“The EU takes a more aggressive view toward regulating what they view as personal information and privacy than the US has
taken so far,” Newman said. “These [framework] concepts are illusory as they apply across domains.”
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He noted that what’s deemed trustworthy or low-risk AI usage in one domain won’t apply in other settings.

“How the EU and the United States would come up with a generally applicable framework for AI use cases across a domain
doesn't seem realistic beyond some lofty principles and an agreement to study [AI best practices] and get smart people in a
�ve-star resort,” Newman said.

The announced EU-US roadmap for AI assessment would be academic at best and “political theatre” at worst, Newman added.

Still, while regulatory approaches may vary, Blank Rome partner Nisenbaum noted that the two jurisdictions have adopted
similar risk-based approaches to regulating AI in recent years.

Nisenbaum noted the EU AI Act’s categorisation of high-risk usage mirrors some US federal agencies’ stance on AI. “I think that
risk-based approach is de�nitely similar to what is sort of moving forward in the US as well. In 2021 there was some direction
from Congress and the National Institute of Standards and Technology released a draft framework for AI [in 2022],” he said.
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